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Abstract

I propose several mean-reversion jump-di�usion models

to describe spot prices of electricity. I incorporate mul-

tiple jumps, regime-switching and stochastic volatility

into these models in order to capture the salient features

of electricity prices due to the physical characteristics of

electricity. Prices of various electricity derivatives are

derived under each model using the Fourier transform

methods. The implications of modeling assumptions to

electricity derivative pricing are also examined.

Keywords: Electricity price modeling; Electricity
derivative pricing, Jump di�usion process.

1 Introduction

Modeling the price behaviors of electricity is a very
challenging task for researchers and practitioners due
to the distinguishing characteristics of electricity. First
of all, electricity can not be stored or inventoried eco-
nomically once generated. Moreover, electricity sup-
ply and demand has to be balanced continuously so as
to prevent the electric power networks from collapsing.
Electricity spot prices are extremely volatile because
the supply and demand shocks cannot be smoothed by
inventories. As for how volatile the electricity prices
can be, the wholesale prices of electricity uctuated be-
tween $0/MWh and $7000/MWh in the Midwest of US
during the summer of 1998. It is not uncommon to see
a 150% implied volatility in traded electricity options.
Figure (1) plots the implied volatility of electricity call
options in the Midwestern US (Cinergy) across di�er-
ent strike prices at di�erent points in time where the
x-axis represents the \moneyness", i.e. the strike prices
divided by the corresponding forward prices. On top of
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he tremendous levels of volatility, the highly seasonal
atterns of electricity prices also complicate the mod-
ling issues.

The most noticeable features of electricity prices are
ean-reversion and the presence of price jumps and
pikes. Figure (2) shows the historical on-peak electric-
ty spot prices in Texas (ERCOT) and at the California
nd Oregon border (COB). Mean-reversion is a com-
on feature in the prices of many other traded com-
odities. The intuition behind mean-reversion is that
hen the price of a commodity is high, its supply tends
o increase thus putting a downward pressure on the
rice; when the price is low, the supply of the commod-
ty tends to decrease thus providing an upward lift to
he price. As for the jumpy behavior in electricity spot
rices, it is mainly attributed to the fact that a typical
$10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE 1
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Figure 2: Electricity Historical Spot Prices

regional aggregate supply cost curve for electricity al-
most always has a kink at certain capacity level and the
curve has a steep upward slope beyond that capacity
level. A forced outage of a major power plant or a sud-
den surge in demand will make the regional electricity
demand curve to cross the regional supply cost curve at
its steep-rise portion thus causing a jump in the elec-
tricity price process. When the contingency making the
electricity price to jump high is short-term in nature,
the high price will quickly fall back down to the nor-
mal range as the contingency disappears thus causing
a spike. In the summer of 1998, we observed the spot
prices of electricity in the Eastern and the Midwest-
ern US skyrocketing from $50/MWh to $7000/MWh
because of the unexpected unavailability of some ma-
jor power generation plants as well as the congestion
on key transmission lines. Within a couple of days the
prices fell back to the $50/MWh range as the lost gener-
ation and transmission capacities were restored. Elec-
tricity prices may also exhibit regime-switching, caused
by weather patterns and varying precipitation, in mar-
kets where the majority of installed electricity supply
capacity is hydro power such as in the Nord Pool and
the Victoria Pool.

There have been few studies on modeling electricity
prices since electricity markets only came into existence
a few years ago in US. Kaminski (1997) as well as Barz
and Johnson (1998) are two papers on modeling elec-
tricity prices. Kaminski (1997) points out the needs
of introducing jumps and stochastic volatility in mod-
eling electricity prices. The Monte-Carlo simulation is
used for pricing electricity derivatives under the jump-
0-7695-0493-0/00
di�usion price models. Barz and Johnson (1998) sug-
gest the inadequacy of the Geometric Brownian motion
and mean-reverting process in modeling electricity spot
prices. With the objective of reecting the key charac-
teristics of electricity prices, they o�er a price model
which combines a mean-reverting process with a single
jump process. However, they do not provide analytic
results regarding derivative valuation under their pro-
posed price model.

While some energy commodities, such as crude oil,
may be properly modeled as traded securities, the non-
storability of electricity makes such an approach in-
appropriate. Nevertheless, we can always view the
spot price of electricity as a state variable or a func-
tion of several state variables. All the physical con-
tracts/�nancial derivatives on electricity are therefore
contingent claims on the state variables. In this paper,
I examine a broad class of stochastic models which can
be used to model price characteristics such as jump,
stochastic volatility, as well as stochastic convenience
yield. I feel that models with jumps and stochastic
volatility are particularly suitable for modeling the elec-
tricity price processes.

I specify the electricity price processes as a�ne jump-
di�usion processes1 which were introduced in Du�e
and Kan (1996). A�ne jump-di�usion processes are
exible enough to allow me to capture the special char-
acteristics of electricity prices such as mean-reversion,
seasonality, and spikes2. More importantly, I am able
to compute the prices of various electricity derivatives
under the assumed underlying a�ne jump-di�usion
price processes by applying the transform analysis de-
veloped in Du�e, Pan and Singleton (1998). I consider
not only the usual a�ne jump-di�usion models but
also a regime-switching mean-reversion jump-di�usion
model. The regime-switching model is used to model
the random alternations between \abnormal" and \nor-
mal" equilibrium states of supply and demand for elec-
tricity3.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In the next section, I propose three alternative elec-
tricity price models and compute the transform func-
tions needed for contingent-claim pricing. In Section 3,
I present illustrative examples of the models speci�ed

1For simplicity, I model the electricity price itself as a state
variable. The extension of modeling the electricity price as an
exponential-a�ne function of state variables is straightforward.

2\Spikes" refers to upward jumps followed shortly by down-
ward jumps.

3This model is particularly suited for modeling electricity
prices in regions where hydro electric power plants are the ma-
jority of the installed capacity.
 $10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE 2
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in Section 2 and derive the pricing formulae of several
electricity derivatives. The comparisons of the prices of
electricity derivatives under di�erent models are shown.
Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Mean-Reverting Jump Di�u-

sion Price Models

Keeping in mind the objective of capturing promi-
nent physical characteristics of electricity prices such
as mean-reversion, regime-switching, stochastic volatil-
ity, and jumps/spikes, I examine the following three
types of mean-reverting jump-di�usion electricity price
models.

1. Mean-reverting jump-di�usion price process with
deterministic volatility.

2. Mean-reverting jump-di�usion price process with
regime-switching.

3. Mean-reverting jump-di�usion price process with
stochastic volatility.

I consider two types of jumps in all of the above models.
While this analytical approach could handle multiple
types of jumps, I feel that, with properly chosen jump
intensities, two types of jumps su�ce in mimicking the
jumps and/or spikes in the electricity price processes.
The case of one type of jumps is included as a special
case when the intensity of type-2 jump is set to zero.

In addition to the electricity price process under con-
sideration, I also jointly specify another factor process
which can be correlated with the underlying electricity
price. This additional factor could be the price of the
generating fuel such as natural gas, or something else,
such as the aggregate physical demand of electricity.
A jointly speci�ed price process of the generating fuel
is essential for risk management involving cross com-
modity risks between electricity and the fuel. There is
empirical evidence demonstrating a positive correlation
between electricity prices and the generating fuel prices
in certain geographic regions during certain time peri-
ods of a year. In all models the risk free interest rate,
r, is assumed to be deterministic.
0-7695-0493-0/00
2.1 Model 1: A mean-reverting deter-
ministic volatility process with two
types of jumps

I start with specifying the spot price of electricity as a
mean-reverting jump-di�usion process with two types
of jumps. Let the factor process Xt in (1) denote lnSet ,
where Set is the price of the underlying electricity. Yt
is the other factor process which can be used to specify
the logarithm of the spot price of a generating fuel, e:g:
Yt = lnSgt where Sgt is the spot price of natural gas.
In this formulation, I have type-1 jump representing
the upward jumps and type-2 jump representing the
downward jumps. By setting the intensity functions
of the jump processes in a proper way, we can mimic
the spikes in the electricity price process. Suppose the
state vector process (Xt; Yt)0 given by (1) is under the
true measure4 and the risk premia5 associated with all
state variables are linear functions of state variables.
Assuming there exists a risk-neutral probability mea-
sure6 Q over the state space represented by the state
variables7, the state vector process has the same form
as that of (1) under the risk-neutral measure, but with
di�erent coe�cients. For the ease of pricing derivatives
in Section 3, I choose to directly specify the state vec-
tor process under the risk-neutral measure from here
on with the assumption that the risk premia associated
with all state variables are linear functions of state vari-
ables.

Assume that, under regularity conditions, Xt and Yt
are strong solutions to the following stochastic di�er-
ential equation (SDE) under the risk-neutral measure
Q,

d

�
Xt

Yt

�
=

�
�1(t)(�1(t) �Xt)
�2(t)(�2(t) � Yt)

�
dt+

2X
i=1

�Zi
t

4True measure refers to the probability measure de�ning the
statistical properties of the underlying price process observed in
the real world.

5Risk premium is a quantity established by the capital mar-
kets in equilibrium. It is the amount subtracted from the mean
return of a �nancial asset or a project in order to compensate the
owner of the asset or the project for bearing the associated risks.

6Risk-neutral measure refers to the normalizedArrow-Debreu
state prices over the states of the world. Since the sum or the
integral of these positive normalized state prices equals one, they
can be interpreted as a probability measure over the states of the
world. The risk-neutral measure is, in general, not unique due to
incomplete markets.

7A risk-neutralmeasure exists as long as the no-arbitrage con-
ditions hold. Given the existence of a risk-neutral measure, the
price of a contingent claim is just the expected value of its dis-
counted payo� under the risk-neutral measure. See Du�e (1996)
for more details.
 $10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE 3
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+

�
�1(t) 0

��2(t)
p
1� �2�2(t)

�
dWt(1)

where �1(t) and �2(t) are the mean-reverting coe�-
cients; �1(t) and �2(t) are the long term means; �1(t)
and �2(t) are instantaneous volatility rates of X and
Y ; � is the instantaneous correlation coe�cient be-
tween X and Y which may be a function of time t;
Wt is a Ft-adapted standard Brownian motion under
Q in <2; Zj is a compound Poisson process in <2 with
the Poisson arrival intensity being �j(t) (j = 1; 2).
�Zj denotes the random jump size in <2 with cu-
mulative distribution function vj(z) (j = 1; 2). Let
�
j
J (c1; c2; t) � R

R2
exp(c � z)dvj(z) be the transform

function of the jump size distribution of type-j jumps
(j = 1; 2).

The transform function De�ne the generalized
transform function as

'(u;Xt; Yt; t; T ) � E
Q
t [e

�r� exp(u1XT + u2YT )] (2)

for any �xed time T where � = T � t and E
Q
t �

EQ[� j Ft] is the expected value operator under the
risk-neutral measure Q conditioning on the information
at time t and u � (u1; u2) 2 C2 (a set of 2-tuples of
complex numbers). The transform function ' is well-
de�ned at a given u under technical regularity condi-
tions on �i(t), �i(t), �i(t), �i(t), �i(t), and �

i
J (c1; c2; t)

(i = 1; 2).

Under the regularity conditions (see Du�e, Pan and
Singleton (1998) or Deng (1999)), ' � e�rt is a mar-
tingale under the risk-neutral measure Q since it is a
Ft�conditional expectation of a single random variable
exp(u1XT + u2YT ). Therefore the drift term of ' � e�rt
is zero. Applying Ito's lemma for complex functions,
we observe that ' needs to satisfy the following funda-
mental partial di�erential equation (PDE)

Df � rf = 0 (3)

where

Df � @tf + �X � @Xf + 1

2
tr(@2Xf��

T ) +

2X
j=1

�j(t)

Z
R2

[f(Xt +�Zj
t ; t)� f(Xt; t)]dvj(z)

The solution to (3) is8:

'(u;Xt; Yt; t; T ) = exp(�(t; u)+�1(t; u)Xt+�2(t; u)Yt)

8Details are given in Deng (1999).
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here

�1(t; [u1; u2]
0) = u1 exp(�

R T
t
�1(s)ds)

�2(t; [u1; u2]0) = u2 exp(�
R T
t
�2(s)ds)

�(t; u) =

Z T

t

(
2X
i=1

[�i(s)�i(s)�i(s; u)

�r + 1
2
�2i (s)�

2
i (s; u)]

+�(s)�1(s)�2(s)�1(s; u)�2(s; u)

+
2P

j=1
�j(s)(�

j

J (�(s; u); s) � 1))ds

(4)

.2 Model 2: A regime-switchingmean-
reverting process with two types of
jumps

o motivate this model, I consider the electricity prices
n regions where the majority of power generation ca-
acity is hydro-power. The level of precipitation causes
he electricity price levels to alternate between \high"
nd \low" regimes. Other plausible scenarios for elec-
ricity prices to exhibit regime-switching are that the
orced outages of power generation plants or unex-
ected contingencies in transmission networks often re-
ult in abnormallyhigh electricity spot prices for a short
ime period and then a quick price fall-back. In order
o capture the phenomena of spot prices switching be-
ween \high" and \normal" states, I extend model 1 to
Markov regime-switching model which I describe in
etail below.

Let Ut be a continuous-time two-state Markov chain

dUt = 1Ut=0 � �(Ut)dN (0)
t + 1Ut=1 � �(Ut)dN (1)

t (5)

here 1A is an indicator function for event A, N
(i)
t is

Poisson process with arrival intensity �(i) (i = 0; 1)
nd �(0) = ��(1) = 1. I next de�ne the corresponding
ompensated continuous-time Markov chain M (t) as

dMt = ��(Ut)�(Ut)dt+ dUt (6)

he joint speci�cation of electricity and the generating
uel price processes under the risk-neutral measure Q
s given by:�

Xt

Yt

�
=

�
�1(t)(�1(t)�Xt)
�2(t)(�2(t)� Yt)

�
dt

+

�
�1(t) 0

�(t)�2(t)
p
1� �(t)2�2(t)

�
dWt

+
2X

j=1

�Zj
t + �(Ut�)dMt (7)
 $10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE 4
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where Wt is a Ft-adapted standard Brownian motion
under Q in <2; f�(i) � (�1(i); �2(i))0; i = 0; 1g de-
notes the sizes of the random jumps in state variables
when regime-switching occurs. Let ��(i)(c1; c2; t) �R
R2

exp(c � z)dv�(i)(z) be the transform function of the
regime-jump size distribution v�(i) (i = 1; 2). Zj , �Zj

and �jJ (c1; c2; t) are similarly de�ned as those in Model
1. Strong solutions to (7) exist under regularity condi-
tions.

The transform functions F i(x; t) (i = 0; 1) are de-
�ned as

E[e�r� exp(u1XT + u2YT )jXt = x; Yt = y; Ut = i] (8)

where � = T � t and Ut is the Markov regime state
variable. It turns out that F i(x; t) (i = 0; 1) are ex-
ponential a�ne functions of the underlying state vari-
ables. The coe�cients of the transform functions are
obtained through solving a system of complex-valued
ordinary di�erential equations9.

2.3 Model 3: A mean-reverting
stochastic volatility process with
two types of jumps

I consider a three-factor a�ne jump-di�usion process
with two types of jumps in this model (9). Let Xt and
Yt denote the logarithm of the spot prices of electricity
and a generating fuel, e.g. natural gas, respectively. Vt
represents the stochastic volatility factor. There is em-
pirical evidence alluding to the fact that the volatility
of electricity price is high when the aggregate load (or,
demand) is high and vice versa. Therefore, Vt can be
thought as a factor which is proportional to the regional
aggregate demand process for electricity. Jumps may
appear in both Xt and Vt since weather conditions such
as unusual heat waves may cause simultaneous jumps in
both the electricity price and the aggregate load. The
state vector process (Xt; Vt; Yt)

0 is speci�ed by (9). Un-
der proper regularity conditions, there exists a Markov
process which is the strong solution to the following
SDEs under the risk-neutral measure Q.

d

0
@ Xt

Vt
Yt

1
A =

0
@ �1(t)(�1(t) �Xt)

�V (t)(�V (t) � Vt)
�2(t)(�2(t) � Yt)

1
A dt

+�dWt +
2X
i=1

�Zi
t (9)

9Details are given in Deng (1999).
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here � is given by

�
0
@

p
Vt 0 0

�1(t)�2(t)
p
Vt

p
1� �21(t)�2(t)

p
Vt 0

�2(t)�3(t)
p
Vt 0 �3(t)

1
A ;

is a Ft-adapted standard Brownian motion under
in <3; Zj is a compound Poisson process in <3

ith the Poisson arrival intensity being �j(Xt; Vt; Yt; t)
j = 1; 2). I model the spiky behavior by assuming that
he intensity function of type-1 jumps is only a function
f time t, denoted by �(1)(t), and the intensity of type-2
umps is a function of Vt, i.e. �(2)(Vt; t) = �2(t)Vt. Let
j
J (c1; c2; c3; t) �

R
R2

exp(c � z)dvj(z) denote the trans-
orm function of the jump-size distribution of type-j
umps, vj(z), (j = 1; 2).

he transform function Following similar argu-
ents to those used in Model 1, we know that the
ransform function

(u;Xt; Vt; Yt; t; T ) � E
Q
t [e

�r� exp(u1XT+u2VT+u3YT )]

s of form

'(u;Xt; Vt; Yt; t; T ) = exp(�(t; u) + �(t; u) �XT ) (10)

here � = T � t, EQ
t [�] � EQ[� j Ft] , X t � [Xt; Vt; Yt]

0;
(u; t) and �(t; u) � [�1(u; t); �2(u; t); �3(u; t)]0 are so-
utions to a system of ordinary di�erential equations10.

Electricity Derivative Pricing

aving speci�ed the mean-reverting jump-di�usion
rice models and demonstrated how to compute the
eneralized transform functions of the state vector at
ny given time T , the prices of European-type contin-
ent claims on the underlying electricity under the pro-
osed models can then be obtained through the inver-
ion of the transform functions. Suppose X t is a state
ector in Rn and u 2 Cn (a set of n-tuples of com-
lex numbers) and the generalized transform function
s given by

'(u;Xt; t; T ) � EQ[e�r(T�t) exp(u �XT )jFt]
= exp[�(t; u) + �(t; u) �X t] (11)

et G(v;Xt; Yt; t; T ; a; b) denote the time-t price of a
ontingent claim which pays out

exp(a �XT ), if b �XT � v is true at time T

10Details are given in Deng (1999).
 $10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE 5
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where a, b are vectors in Rn and v 2 R1, then we have
(see Du�e, Pan and Singleton [6] for a formal proof):

G(v;Xt; t; T ; a; b) = EQ[e�r� exp(a �XT )1b�XT�v
jFt]

=
'(a;Xt; t; T )

2
�M (12)

where

M =
1

�

Z 1

0

Im['(a + iwb;Xt; t; T )e
�iwv]

w
dw

For properly chosen constants v, a, and b,
G(v;Xt; Yt; t; T ; a; b) serves as a building block in
pricing contingent claims such as forwards/futures,
call/put options, and cross-commodity spread options.
To illustrate this point, I take some concrete examples
of the models proposed in Section 2 and compute
the prices of several commonly traded electricity
derivatives. Speci�cally, model Ia is a special case of
model I (I = 1; 2; 3). Closed-form solutions of the
derivative securities (up to the Fourier inversion) are
provided whenever available.

3.1 Illustrative Models

The illustrative models presented here are obtained by
setting the model parameters to be constants in the
proposed three general models. The jumps appear in
the electricity price process and the volatility process
(model 3a) only. The jump sizes are distributed as
independent exponential random variables in Rn thus
having the following transform function:

�
j

J (c; t) �
nY

k=1

1

1� �kj ck
(13)

The simulated price paths under the three illustrative
models are shown in Figure (3) for parameters given in
Table (1). The x-axis represents the simulation time
horizon in the number of years while the y-axis repre-
sents the electricity price level in dollars.

3.1.1 Model 1a

Model 1a is a special case of (1) with all parameters
being constants. The jumps are in the logarithm of the
electricity spot price, Xt. The size of a type-j jump
(j = 1, 2) is exponentially distributed with mean �

j
J

(j = 1; 2). The transform function of the jump-size

distribution is �jJ (c1; c2; t) �
1

1� �
j

Jc1
(j = 1; 2).
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Figure 3: Simulated Spot Prices under the Three Mod-
els

3.1.2 Model 2a

Model 2a is a regime-switching model with the regime-
jumps appearing only in the electricity price process.
For instance, this model is suitable for modeling the
occasional price spikes in the electricity spot prices
caused by forced outages of the major power generation
plants or line contingency in transmission networks. I
assume for simplicity that there are no jumps within
each regime. The sizes of regime-jumps are assumed
to be distributed as independent exponential random
variables and the transform functions of the regime-

jump sizes are ��(c1; c2; t) � 1

1� ��c1
(� = 0; 1) where

�0 � 0 (i.e. upward jumps) and �1 � 0 (i.e. downward
jumps).

3.1.3 Model 3a

Model 3a is a stochastic volatility model in which the
type-1 jumps are simultaneous jumps in the electricity
spot price and the volatility, and the type-2 jumps are
in the electricity spot price only. All parameters are
constants. Type-J jump ZJ (J = 1; 2) is a compound
Poisson process in <3. The Poisson arrival intensity
functions for the jump processes are �1(Xt; Vt; Yt; t) =
�1 and �2(Xt; Vt; Yt; t) = �2Vt, respectively. The trans-
form functions of the jump-size distributions are

�1J (c1; c2; c3; t) � 1

(1 � �11c1)(1 � �21c2)

�2J (c1; c2; c3; t) � 1

1� �12c1
10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE 6
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where �kJ is the mean size of the type-J (J = 1; 2) jump
in factor k (k = 1; 2).

3.1.4 Transform functions

The transform functions in Model 1a, 2a and 3a are
denoted by '1a; '2a; and '3a; respectively. '1a can
be solved in closed-form while '2a and '3a are solved
numerically.

3.2 Electricity Derivatives

In this subsection, I derive the pricing formulae for the
futures/forwards, call options, spark spread options,
and locational spread options. The derivative prices
are calculated using the parameters given in Table (1).
I compare the derivative prices under di�erent models
as well.

3.2.1 Futures/Forward Price

A futures (forward) contract promising to deliver one
unit of electricity Si at a future time T for a price of F
has the following payo� at time T

Payo� = SiT � F :

Since no initial payment is required to enter into a fu-
tures contract, the futures price F at time t is given
by

F (Sit; t; T ) = EQ[SiT j Ft] (14)

= er�EQ[e�r� � exp(Xi
T ) j Ft] (15)

where EQ[� j Ft] is the conditional expectation under
the risk-neutral measure Q. We thus have

F (Sit ; t; T ) = er� �'(eTi ; Xt; � ) (16)

where '(u;Xt; � ) is the transform function given by
(11); � = T � t; ei is the vector with ith component
being 1 and all other components being 0.

Proposition 1 InModel 1a, the futures price of elec-
tricity St at time t with delivery time T is

F (St; t; T ) = er� � '1a([1; 0]0; Xt; Yt; � )

= exp[Xt exp(��1� ) + a1�
2
1

4�1
+ j(� )]

(17)
where � = T � t, Xt = ln(St), a1 = 1 �
exp(�2�1� ) and j(� ) = �1(1 � exp(��1� )) �
2P
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ote that the futures price in this model is simply
he scaled-up futures price in the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
ean-reversion model with the scaling factor being

xp(�
2P

j=1

�
j
J

�1
ln

�
j
J � 1

�
j
J exp(��1� )� 1

). If we interpret the

pikes in the electricity price process as upward jumps
ollowed shortly by downward jumps of similar sizes,
hen over a long time horizon both the frequencies and
he average sizes of the upwards jumps and the down-
ards jumps are roughly the same, i.e. �1J = �2J and
1
J � ��2J . One might intuitively think that the up-
umps and down-jumps would o�set each other's e�ect
n the futures price. What (17) tells us is that this in-
uition is not quite right and indeed, in the case where
1
J = �2J and �1J = ��2J , the futures price is de�nitely
igher than that corresponding to the no-jump case.

utures price (model 2a) The futures price at time
in model 2a is

F (St; t; T ) = er� �'i2a([1; 0]0; Xt; Yt; � ) (i = 0; 1) (18)

here 'i2a (i = 0; 1) are the transform functions; i is
he Markov regime state variable; and � = T � t.

utures price (model 3a) The futures price at time
in model 3a is

F (St; t; T ) = er� �'3a([1; 0; 0]0; Xt; Vt; Yt; � ) (19)

here '3a is the transform function and � = T � t.

Electricity Forward Curves under Different Models (Contango)
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igure 4: Forward Curves under Di�erent Models
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Electricity Forward Curves under Different Models (Backwardation)
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Figure 5: Forward Curves under Di�erent Models
(Backwardation)

Forward curves Using the parameters in Table (1)
for modeling the electricity spot price in the Midwest-
ern US (Cinergy to be speci�c), I obtain forward curves
at Cinergy under each of the three illustrative models.
The jointly speci�ed factor process is the spot price of
natural gas at Henry Hub. For the initial values of
Se = $24:63; Sg = $2:105; V = 0:5; U = 0 and r = 4%,
Figure (4) illustrates three forward curves of electricity,
which are all in contango form since the initial value
Se is lower than the long-term mean value given by
�e. Figure (5) plots three electricity forward curves in
backwardation when the initial electricity price Se is
set to be $40 which is higher than the corresponding
long-term mean value. The forward curves under the
Geometric Brownian motion (GBM) price model are
also shown in the two �gures. Under the GBM price
model, the forward prices always exhibit a �xed rate of
growth.

3.2.2 Call Option

A \plain vanilla" European call option on electricity Si

with strike price K has the payo� of

C(SiT ;K; T; T ) = max(SiT �K; 0)

at maturity time T . The price of the call option at
time t is given by

C(Sit;K; t; T ) = EQ[e�r(T�t)max(SiT �K; 0) j Ft]
= G1 �K �G2 (20)

where � = T � t and G1, G2 are obtained by setting
fa = ei , b = �ei, v = � lnKg and fa = 0 , b = �ei,

v

w

M

F

c

w

C
i
b

V
T
d
c
(
N
c
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= � lnKg in (12), respectively.

G1 = EQ[e�r� exp(XT )1XT�lnK j Ft]
= F i

t e
�r� (

1

2
�M1) (21)

here

1 =
1

�

Z 1

0

Im['([1�w � i; 0]; Xt; � ) � e(r�+i�w lnK)]

wF i
t

dw

i
t = er� � '(eTi ; Xt; � ) is the time-t forward price of
ommodity Si with delivery time T .

G2 = EQ[e�r�1Xi

T
�lnK j Ft]

= e�r�
�
1

2
�M2

�
(22)

here

M2 =
1

�

Z 1

0

Im['(i �wei; Xt; t; T )e
r��+i�w lnK ]

w
dw

all option price Substituting '1a, '2a, and '3a
nto (21) and (22) we have the call option price given
y (20) under Model 1a, 2a and 3a, respectively.

Call Options Price under Different Models
(Strike K = $35, rf = 4%)
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Figure 6: Call Options Price under Di�erent Models

olatility smile With the model parameters given in
able (1), Figure (6) plots the call option values with
i�erent maturity time under di�erent models. The
all option prices under a Geometric Brownian motion
GBM) model are also plotted for comparison purpose.
ote that, as maturity time increases, the value of a
all option converges to the underlying electricity spot
$10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE 8
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Implied Volatility Curves of Call Options
(Maturity: 0.25yrs; Se =$24.63 )
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Figure 7: Volatility-Smile under Di�erent Models

price under the GBM price model (with no convenience
yields). However, under the three proposed price mod-
els, the mean-reversion e�ects cause the value of a call
option to converge to a long-term value, which is most
likely to be depending on fundamental characteristics
of electricity supply and demand, rather than the un-
derlying spot price. Figure (7) illustrates the implied
volatility11 curves under the three illustrative models,
which all exhibit the similar kinds of volatility \smile"
or \smirk" to the market implied volatility curves as
shown in Figure (1).

3.2.3 Cross Commodity Spread Option

In electricity markets, cross commodity derivatives play
crucial roles in risk management. The spark spread
and locational spread options are good examples. The
spark spread options, which are derivatives on electric-
ity and the fossil fuels used to generate electricity, can
have various applications in risk management for util-
ity companies and power marketers. Moreover, such
options are essential in asset valuation for fossil fuel
electricity generating plants (e.g. Deng et al. (1998)).

I de�ne a general cross-commodity spread call option
as an option with the following payo� at maturity time

11Implied volatility refers to the volatility parameter corre-
sponding to a given call option value through the Black-Scholes
call option pricing formula. It is obtained by inverting the Black-
Scholes pricing formula using the given call option value and
other known parameters as inputs.
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,

CSC(S1T ; S
2
T ;K; T ) = max(S1T �K � S2T ; 0) (23)

here SiT is the spot price of commodity i (i = 1; 2)
nd K is a scaling constant associated with the spot
rice of commodity two. The interpretation of K is
i�erent in di�erent examples. For instance, K repre-
ents the strike heat rate H in a spark spread option,
nd it represents the loss factor L in a locational spread
ption.

The time-t value of a European cross-commodity
pread call option on two commodities is given by

SC(S1t ; S
2
t ;K; t) = E

Q
t [e

�r� max(S1T �K � S2T ; 0)]
= G1 �G2 (24)

here � = T � t,

G1 = G(0; lnS1t ; ln(K � S2t ); t; T ; [1; 0]0; [�1; 1; 0]0)
G2 = G(0; lnS1t ; ln(K � S2t ); t; T ; [0; 1;0]0; [�1; 1; 0]0)

(25)
nd recall that G is de�ned in (12).

Spark Spread Call under Different Models
(Heat Rate: 9.5MMBtu/MWh, rf = 4%)
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igure 8: Spark Spread Call Price under Di�erent Mod-
ls

ross commodity spread call option price under
ach of the three models are obtained by substituting

1a, '2a, and '3a into (24) and (25).

The spark spread call option values with strike heat
ate H = 9:5 for di�erent maturity time are shown in
igure (8). Again, the spark spread call option value
onverges to the underlying spot price under the GBM
rice model (with no convenience yields). However,
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under the mean-reversion jump-di�usion price models,
it converges to a long-term value which is most likely to
be depending on fundamental characteristics of supply
and demand.

Model 1a Model 2a Model 3a

�1 1.70 1.37 2.17
�2 1.80 1.80 3.50
�3 N/A N/A 1.80
�1 3.40 3.30 3.20
�2 0.87 0.87 0.85
�3 N/A N/A 0.87
�1 0.74 0.80 N/A
�2 0.34 0.34 0.80
�3 N/A N/A 0.54
�1 0.20 0.20 0.25
�2 N/A N/A 0.20
�1 6.08 6.42 6.43
�11 0.19 0.26 0.23
�12 N/A N/A 0.22
�2 7.00 8.20 5.00
�21 -0.11 -0.20 -0.14

Table 1: Parameters for the Illustrative Models

4 Conclusion

In this paper, I propose three types of mean-reversion
jump-di�usion models for modeling electricity spot
prices with jumps and spikes. I demonstrate how
the prices of the electricity derivatives can be ob-
tained by means of transform analysis. The mar-
ket anticipation of jumps and spikes in the electric-
ity spot price processes explains the enormous implied
volatility observed from market prices of traded elec-
tricity options. Contrary to the commonly used Ge-
ometric Brownian motion price model, the proposed
mean-reversion jump-di�usion spot price models yield
call option values that approximate the market values
of short-maturity out-of-the-money options very well.
The applications of the electricity price models and the
corresponding electricity derivative pricing results are
illustrated in Deng (1998).
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